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Resources

Available April 2018

Overview

• Three Lenses for Approaching LGBTQ+ Issues

• Christian Institutions: Efforts at Integrating Lenses

• The Benefits and Drawback to Integrated Frameworks

CCCA 2017
PDF download: www.markyarhouse.com

https://www.ivpress.com/listening-to-sexual-minorities
https://www.ivpress.com/listening-to-sexual-minorities
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CCCA Session Description
LGBTQ+ discussions are increasingly sensitive topics and difficult for 
Christians and Christian institutions to navigate. We will discuss 
different and at times competing "lenses" through which people "see" 
these topics and the research and individuals who represent these 
topics. After a discussion of the potential benefits to integrating these 
lenses, we will review how these lenses have been adopted by 
different Christian institutions as possible Christian responses 
characterized by a more charitable spirit and "convicted civility."

CCCA 2017
PDF download: www.markyarhouse.com

Driving/Organizing Questions

• How does your church, campground, or 
institution shape congregational or member or 
stakeholder thought and praxis on sexual and 
gender identity in a way that is consistent with 
its mission? 

• What are the practical implications of a faithful 
witness to your own doctrine?
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An example from Christian institutions

Sexual Identity Milestones

% Reaching 

Milestone
M Age

Awareness of same-sex feelings 100% 12.5

Initial attribution that I am same-sex attracted 94.9% 13.8

Confusion about same-sex feelings 94.9% 13.2

First disclosure of same-sex attraction 92.3% 17.4

Initial attribution that “I am gay/lesbian/bisexual” 79.5% 17.8

Adopted the label of “gay” for myself privately 71.8% 18.5

First same-sex sexual relationship 43.6% 18.5

Adopted the label of “gay” for myself publicly 46.2% 19.7

https://www.ivpress.com/listening-to-sexual-minorities
https://www.ivpress.com/listening-to-sexual-minorities
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Another Metaphor
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The Intersection of Faith and Sexuality

Faith 
Identity

Sexual 
Identity

Our Youth

Stratton, Dean, Yarhouse, Lastoria & Reed (2017)

Managing “Identity Boxes”
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Holding the Boxes

A. One-
box…

B. Box 
within a Box

33%

C. Two-
boxes
23%

D. Rejection
5%

E. 
Split/Compa

r.
16%

Split/
Compartmentalized 

E

“[I am] starting to turn back to spiritual development.  I 
am comfortable with my sexuality.  I am just kind of 
comfortable with it and done thinking about it.  And so, 
I’ve noticed that I’ve become very cynical and I’m very 
tired of being cynical and hardened so I’ve started to 
look back towards . . .to focus on my religious identity.”

16%
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Rejection
D

“I currently don’t identify as Christian anymore, or as strongly as I used to.  I 
suppose in a sense I would not consider myself a religious person, though I 
have definitely been shaped by my religious upbringing.  But I would say 
currently religion doesn’t impact my life, if that makes sense.  At least it 
doesn’t impact my life as I choose to live it.”

5%

Integrated: One Box
“I don’t really see them as separate categories.  I don’t really perceive 
them in different categories because they are so intimately intertwined.  
Because it’s out of my sexual development and my sexual understanding 
that I pursue intimacy with God.  But it’s also out of intimacy with God 
that I learn to better understand and integrate my sexuality. So it’s hard 
for me to see one above the other or in a hierarchy, because they’re just 
so . . . I don’t know how to explain it.  If that makes sense, they’re both 
important because they’re both ones that are important to me.”

23%
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Integrated: Box within a Box
Currently, it’s still good that I went to a Christian college.  I got my life on the right track.  [I went] 
from [a Christian college], a very tiny, religious based school to a secular college . . . .At [the 
former] you didn’t talk about it, but at [the latter], they are like, ‘Everything is fine.  Show your 
sexual identity.  Everything is okay.’  If I went there, I wouldn’t have had God finding me, me 
getting my life back.  I would’ve fallen off track and gone into sexual identity completely.  I’m okay 
now.  I’m accepting of who I am, but I am also very cautious about not getting too far into letting 
my sexual identity define me.  My first identity is a follower of Christ.  Sexual identity doesn’t 
define me.” 

33%

Integrated: Two-Box
“Certainly they interact . . . .They are in conflict.  They are fighting.  There’s no 
peace between them.” 

“I would definitely say that they influence each other, certainly.  The fact that I’m 
gay kinda influences where I want to go to church. . . . And I think something like 
that, where you have a safe community, is important in that way because it 
influences my religious life.”

23%
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An example from Christian institutions

Contrasting Lenses

• Integrity Lens

• Disability Lens

• Diversity Lens

https://www.ivpress.com/listening-to-sexual-minorities
https://www.ivpress.com/listening-to-sexual-minorities
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Contrasting Lenses
Integrity Disability Diversity

Identifies same-sex sexual 
behavior as sin and some 
resolutions of gender 
dysphoria as confusing the 
sacredness of maleness and 
femaleness (as violations of 
that integrity). 

Integrity Lens
From the integrity framework: same-sex sexual behavior is sin in part 
because it does not “merge or join two persons into an integrated 
sexual whole...”; the “essential maleness” and “essential femaleness” is 
not brought together as intended from creation. When extended to the 
discussion of transsexuality and cross-gender identification, the 
theological concerns rest in the “denial of the integrity of one’s own sex 
and an overt attempt at marring the sacred image of maleness or 
femaleness formed by God.” 

from Understanding Gender Dysphoria
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Contrasting Lenses
Integrity Disability Diversity

Identifies same-sex sexuality and 
gender dysphoria as  variations 
that occur in nature. For 
Christians, they may be thought 
of as a result of the Fall and at 
times likened to a disability, 
nonmoral realities to be 
addressed with compassion. 

“things must be taken as they come. … And 
tendencies or hormonal imbalances have many 
problems and we must be careful not to say that 
everything is the same. Let's go party. No, that no, 
but in every case I accept it, I accompany it, I study 
it, I discern it and I integrate it. This is what Jesus 
would do today! …. It's a human problem and it 
must be resolved always can be with the mercy of 
God, with the truth … but always with an open 
heart.”
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Contrasting Lenses

Integrity Disability Diversity

Highlights same-sex sexuality and 
gender-diverse presentations as 
reflecting a sense of identity and 
culture to be celebrated as 
expressions of diversity.

Trans* people are not "God's mistake"! Although other 
forms of human diversity may also wrongly lead to 
oppression by the privileged majority (differences of 
race, ethnicity, socioeconomic class, nationality, 
physical ability, sexual orientation, and religion), they 
often don't seem to cause the moral / theological 
outrage that gender diverse people do as if their very 
existence blasphemes against God. Yet to be born 
outside the gender binary really isn't any different 
than being born with any other form of diversity. To 
explain to others that we are transgender doesn't 
inherently suggest that God made any sort of mistake 
in creating us as transgender.

- H. Adam Ackley

Quote
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Benefits to identifying lenses 

• To avoid speaking past one another

• To facilitate cognitive complexity and 
perspective-taking 

• To draw on the best each framework 
has to offer

• To offer distinctly Christian resources

Three Lenses: 
Institutional 
Applications

• What are the organizing influences 
on your policies? Postures/gestures

• How do you balance multiple 
stakeholders? 

• How do you position your local 
church in a changing cultural 
context? 

• What is your broader cultural 
witness? 

https://images.search.yahoo.com/images/view;_ylt=AwrB8qFNhRNZjVgADiwunIlQ;_ylu=X3oDMTIzaHIyMWRwBHNlYwNzcgRzbGsDaW1nBG9pZAMxNWZhOTIwY2FjYzVhZTY1MWFhM2I0ZGE1MGRmYzk4MARncG9zAzM4BGl0A2Jpbmc-?.origin=&back=https://images.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search?p=church&fr=yhs-mozilla-001&fr2=piv-web&hsimp=yhs-001&hspart=mozilla&tab=organic&ri=38&w=976&h=999&imgurl=1.bp.blogspot.com/-Zg9zcCjS6qA/UD3zbHbF_kI/AAAAAAAAYro/tNqahCpxMOI/s1600/nara_visa_rc_church.jpg&rurl=http://sixgunsiding.blogspot.com/2012/08/country-churches-nara-visa-rc-church.html&size=560.2KB&name=Sixgun+Siding:+Country+Churches:+Nara+Visa+RC+<b>Church</b>&p=church&oid=15fa920cacc5ae651aa3b4da50dfc980&fr2=piv-web&fr=yhs-mozilla-001&tt=Sixgun+Siding:+Country+Churches:+Nara+Visa+RC+<b>Church</b>&b=0&ni=21&no=38&ts=&tab=organic&sigr=12iplb55e&sigb=141n42bi1&sigi=130o8vgrt&sigt=11rj3go5v&sign=11rj3go5v&.crumb=vkI4UK1SK7Y&fr=yhs-mozilla-001&fr2=piv-web&hsimp=yhs-001&hspart=mozilla
https://images.search.yahoo.com/images/view;_ylt=AwrB8qFNhRNZjVgADiwunIlQ;_ylu=X3oDMTIzaHIyMWRwBHNlYwNzcgRzbGsDaW1nBG9pZAMxNWZhOTIwY2FjYzVhZTY1MWFhM2I0ZGE1MGRmYzk4MARncG9zAzM4BGl0A2Jpbmc-?.origin=&back=https://images.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search?p=church&fr=yhs-mozilla-001&fr2=piv-web&hsimp=yhs-001&hspart=mozilla&tab=organic&ri=38&w=976&h=999&imgurl=1.bp.blogspot.com/-Zg9zcCjS6qA/UD3zbHbF_kI/AAAAAAAAYro/tNqahCpxMOI/s1600/nara_visa_rc_church.jpg&rurl=http://sixgunsiding.blogspot.com/2012/08/country-churches-nara-visa-rc-church.html&size=560.2KB&name=Sixgun+Siding:+Country+Churches:+Nara+Visa+RC+<b>Church</b>&p=church&oid=15fa920cacc5ae651aa3b4da50dfc980&fr2=piv-web&fr=yhs-mozilla-001&tt=Sixgun+Siding:+Country+Churches:+Nara+Visa+RC+<b>Church</b>&b=0&ni=21&no=38&ts=&tab=organic&sigr=12iplb55e&sigb=141n42bi1&sigi=130o8vgrt&sigt=11rj3go5v&sign=11rj3go5v&.crumb=vkI4UK1SK7Y&fr=yhs-mozilla-001&fr2=piv-web&hsimp=yhs-001&hspart=mozilla
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Integrity 
Lens

• Programming

• Christian education

• Support services

• Policies 

• Bathrooms

• Outreach 

Elements of 
Integrity 

Lens
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Policy on gender identity 
grounded in the “teachings of 
the Bible as understood in the 

Protestant Evangelical 
theological tradition.” 

God’s original and 
ongoing intent to 
create humanity 
manifest as two 
distinct sexes.  

We do not affirm 
attempts to change one’s 
biological sex via medical 

intervention.  

Affirm God’s capacity 
to heal and 
transform 

brokenness. 

Institutional decisions in 
light of this policy regarding 
housing, student admission 
and retention, employment 

hiring and retention.  

Elements of 
Integrity 

Lens

Disability 
Lens

• Programming

• Christian education

• Support services

• Policies 

• Bathrooms

• Outreach 
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Elements of 
Disability 

Lens

As a result of the Fall, 
complete physical and 
emotional wholeness 

will not occur. 

We want all students to 
feel embraced within 
our faith community. 

Housing options.

Address needs on a 
case-by-case basis 

(e.g., gender neutral 
bathrooms, housing)

Follow NCAA standards.

Student organizations, 
leadership, and the arts…will 
be available to students who 

identify as transgender.

On campus housing with 
legally-recognized gender 

and roommates who 
consent. 

Elements of 
Disability 

Lens
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Diversity 
Lens

• Programming

• Christian education

• Support services

• Policies 

• Bathrooms

• Outreach 

Elements of 
Diversity 

Lens
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Elements of 
Diversity 

Lens

Landing page for TG 
and genderqueer

students. 
Staff point of contact. 

Gender-inclusive 
bathrooms and 
campus map.

Housing options.

Limited name-change 
options, college ID 

card. Notification to 
professors.

Supportive groups that 
are TG friendly, including 

peer education.

“Trans-inclusive 
benefits”

Applications 
of an 

Integrated Lens

• Programming

• Christian education

• Support services

• Policies 

• Bathrooms

• Outreach 
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Integrated & Integrity Leaning

• Greater emphasis both on Creation and on what Redemption is to look like 
in terms of restoring original creational intent for congruence 

• This might be referred to as “healing” and could be held out as an 
expectation through ministries or other models of care 

• A  filter to those interested in visiting or joining the church or other setting 
by communicating expectations for participation and decision to equate 

resolutions of gender identity with morality

Integrated & Disability Leaning

• When a church, campground, or other institution integrates these lenses 
and gives greater weight to the Disability lens, we can recognize creational 
intent but also underscore the effects of the Fall on sex and gender

• Such settings will approach transgender persons or persons navigating 
gender identity concerns with empathy and compassion, perhaps 
comparing challenges people face here not with other sins of volition but 
with other conditions that do not reflect the original intent of God at 
creation

• Give senior leadership the latitude to walk with each person as an 
individual or on a case-by-case basis in terms of various resolutions but not 
take any off the table
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Integrated & Diversity Leaning
• A church, campground, or other institution that has an integrated 

model but leans toward Diversity may send as many messages as 
they can that they recognize that for many people transgender 
identity and cross-gender presentations will be a reality and a 
preference and will find ways to incorporate them into the 
community through various accommodations 

• Such approaches would be viewed as acts of hospitality (e.g., family 
or single-stall bathrooms, fewer gender-inflected activities)

• Intentional and missional – not viewing various resolutions as 
involving moral categories as such

Driving/Organizing Questions

• How does your church, campground, or 
institution shape congregational or member or 
stakeholder thought and praxis on sexual and 
gender identity in a way that is consistent with 
its mission? 

• What are the practical implications of a faithful 
witness to your own doctrine?
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Questions & Discussion

 markyarhouse.com PDF of talk

 sexualidentityinstitute.org

facebook.com/ISSI.Site/

@markyarhouse

issi@regent.edu

Keep in touch!

https://www.ivpress.com/listening-to-sexual-minorities
https://www.ivpress.com/listening-to-sexual-minorities

